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A Note From The Editor
In recognition of the April 1 st 'course
share' Club re-generation, the Editorial
Staff have decided to give this
Newsletter a new look ahead of the
deadline and any future issues. RGC
Members please appreciate that this
edition was originally compiled for
PPGC and therefore only reflects
PPGC Members in its content.
From April the 'new look' will bring
together our two great Clubs within
these pages and attempt to reflect
issues covering the wider spectrum so
all will be considered 'Fair Game'.

Know Your Club Members?
So, who's this then?
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th

16 Texas Scramble
23rd Medal
30th Yellow Ball

Wed 6 – Geoff Edge Cup Rnd 5
Steve Baylis (11) 39pts

SATURDAYS
5th Marie Curie / EGU
12th Medal
19th Par Competition
26th Yellow Ball
To enter a competition after the closing
date or to cancel your entry please
TEXT (preferred) or phone the club
mobile on :

07925 276 097
Perdi Monthly
Results

Winners

Steve Baylis – Winner – Geoff Edge Cup Rnd 5

&

Sat 9th – Winter League Rnd 5
Mark Keeling (18) 38pts

Sat 2nd – Bonus Stableford
Ed Nicklin (17) 45pts

This Month's Competitions
Mark Keeling – Winner – Winter League
Rnd 5

WEDNESDAYS
2nd Medal
9th Stableford

Ed Nicklin – Winner – Bonus Stableford

Wed 13th – 4 Ball Better Ball
Geoff Jones & Steve Baylis nett 63

Geoff Jones & Steve Baylis – Winners – 4 Ball
Better Ball

Sat 16th – Winter League 6
Simeon Chapman (14) 35pts

(l to r) Paul McDonald, Steve Bidgood
- Winners – Texas Scramble

Wed 27th – Medal
Joe Jackson (19) nett 71

Jamie Newton – Winner – Winter
League

Know Your Course?
Which hole is this?

Answer on Page 4
Simeon Chapman – Winner – Winter League
Rnd 6

Wed 20th – Geoff Edge Cup Rnd 6
Steve Baylis (10) 36pts

Joe Jackson – Winner – January Medal

Sat 30th – Winter League Rnd 7
John Griffiths (8) 37pts

(I'm not putting ANOTHER Baylis photo here!!
Please see earlier!!)

Sat 23rd – Texas Scramble
Simeon Chapman, Alastair
Cutteridge, Paul McDonald & Steve
Bidgood (5.1) nett 56.9

John Griffiths – Winner – Winter League Rnd 7
(l to r) Simeon Chapman, Alastair Cutteridge

Winter League – Overall Winner
Jamie Newton 178 pts

The End Of An Era...............
The Start Of A New One
So, as we move from the 'Park' and
set up camp at the neighbouring
'Meadow' perhaps it's time to reflect
on the fact that PPGC owes almost
everything to a few very special
people who set the Golf Club 'wheels'
in motion and did so much to make
our Golf Club the great place it now
is.
I'm not going to mention
individuals here for the risk of missing
anyone out – they know who they are
and most of us also know who they
are.
When you consider exactly where
PPGC sits within the echelons of
regional golf courses I believe we can
all be extremely proud of what the
few did for the many and what many
more have continued to do over the
years.
We have now reached somewhat of a
crossroads and although the future at

Hindlip Lane looks very enticing I
think you'll all agree that although we
look forward with optimism, we all feel
a little sadness for what has been
somewhat forced upon us by WCC.

shape, easy to produce and offers a
firm yet adhesive feel. Other
materials you may find in the market
include silicon, elastomer and plastic.

require the same level of traction or
texture as players neither grip nor
swing as hard with the putter as they
do with a normal golf swing.

Corded Golf Grips We won't know what the long-term
future holds for PPGC for some time
yet but I hope you will all accept the
changes that lie ahead and embrace
those changes with positivity and
your usual professionalism and sense
of fun and adventure.
On behalf of all Members I would like
to thank everyone who has ever been
involved in making PPGC the great
Club it now is. This is not the end, it's
just a new start in a new direction.
Without the unstinting hard work
carried out by those that have shaped
PPGC we would be nothing and
nowhere. We must all now ensure
that their efforts are not forgotten or
even diminished as we take PPGC on
through exciting times to come.

Getting To Grips With Grips

Corded grips are grips that contain a
cord material in the composition of
the grip. The addition of this material
helps to provide more traction in your
hands in the rain as well as in hotter,
sweatier weather.
The drawback of corded grips is that
some players find them to be too
abrasive or more uncomfortable than
uncorded grips.
Wrap Golf Grips -

Golf grips are often the most
overlooked piece of equipment in a
golfer’s bag. Players will research
and change their ball, their driver,
their putter, their shoes but rarely
think about their grips.
The grip is the only part of a golf club
you actually touch during a swing, so
it can be very important to find the
right grip for you and to ensure your
grips are clean and fit for play.
The following information will help
you understand the various aspects
of a golf grip and guide you in what
you should consider when buying a
grip.

Types of Grip :
Rubber Golf Grips -

The majority of golf grips are rubber.
As a material, rubber is easy to

Wrap grips hark back to the original
style of leather grips that used strips
of leather wrapped around the shaft.
Now they use modern materials to
create a soft surface texture that
provides a tacky touch.

Secondly, putter grips are the only
grips that are permitted by the rules
to include a flat edge. Typically this is
added to the front of the grip to help
guide you on exactly where your
thumbs should be on your grip.
Different sizes are also offered to
improve your ability on the greens. A
thicker grip helps take your hands
and wrists out of the stroke which is
what most golfers seek to do to
improve their putting. The drawback
of a thicker grip is that you won’t get
the feel of a thinner grip and if you
are a 'feel' putter, or have a stroke
that involves a lot of wrist action, then
you will be more suited to a thin grip.

Firm vs Soft -

As metal wood technology advanced
and companies began making drivers
and fairway woods lighter and lighter,
it was natural for the grips on these
clubs to be made light also. For that
reason, certain grips used on metal
woods may be lighter than grips used
on irons.

When choosing a grip it is important
to understand the benefits and
differences between a firm and soft
grip. Tour players will tend to use
firmer grips as they offer better
torsion control and suit their higher
swing speeds. Firm grips will tend to
promote or encourage players to grip
the club with a lighter grip pressure.
Older players and beginners may
prefer softer grips that make it easier
and more comfortable to grip them.

Putter Grips -

Round vs Ribbed -

Putter grips vary from grips for irons
and woods in a couple of different
ways. Firstly they don’t typically

All grips for woods and irons will be
either round or ribbed. A round grip is
symmetrical in design, whilst a ribbed

Lightweight Golf Grips -

grip features a small ridge that runs
the length of the grip. It is used as a
guide or reminder to players or where
their hands and fingers should be on
the grip.
Adjusting to Adjustability When companies began offering
adjustability in woods, the grips on
those clubs needed to be changed. If
the grip had a ridge, logo, or design
only in one direction and if the
clubhead was altered, thus altering
the shaft alignment, the grip would no
longer be properly aligned. Thus, grip
manufacturers began using round,
logo-less grips that could be used on
adjustable drivers, fairway woods and
hybrids.
Grip Size Just like you should wear a pair of
shoes that feet your feet, you should
use a grip that fits your hand. Studies
suggest that up to 75% of players are
using the wrong size of grip.

of tape will typically add 1/64 of an
inch in diameter to the grip, 3 wraps
adds 1/32 and 6 wraps equals 1/16.
Adding layers of tape is a practice
used mainly by Tour players. Some
players like to have a different level of
thickness under each hand and may
add more layers to either the top or
bottom portion of the grip. Bubba
Watson has used up to 10 layers of
tape on his grips in the past!
Durability A common question asked is “how
long does a grip last?” The truth is
that the answer depends on the type
of player you are. The life of grip can
depend on how hard you grip the
club, how often you practice or play,
how many practice swings you take
and how your maintain your grips.
Most golf grip manufacturers suggest
grips should be changed every 40
rounds, or once a year!!
Maintenance -

Conventional wisdom suggests that a
proper size grip allows the fingers in a
golfers top hand to barely touch the
palm. Some players like to use a
larger grip that limits wrist movement
to limit a draw or hook and vice versa,
some players try to limit a slice with a
slightly thinner grip.
As for grip sizes, whilst they can vary
with manufacturer, they tend to fall
into one of the following 5 sizes.
Standard = 0.580 to 0.600 inches in
diameter.
Junior = Various sizes, smaller and
shorter than standard.
Undersize = 1/64 inch smaller than
standard.
Midsize = 1/16 inch larger than
standard.

It is important to maintain and check
your grips regularly. Often you will be
able to feel when your grips are in
need of replacement but some telltale signs can include smooth or hard
areas on the grip, cracks in the
material, shiny spots or wear around
the areas your fingers typically sit. If
you notice any of these signs, you
should consider getting your clubs
regripped.
You can prolong the life of your grips
with regular cleaning. Most grips can
be cleaned with a mild dishwashing
detergent. For rubber grips (including
cord) use a soft abrasive pad or
brush. For non-buffed grips a
washcloth should be used instead of
an abrasive pad or brush.

Oversize/Jumbo = 1/8 inch larger
than standard.

In either case, after scrubbing, the
grip should be thoroughly rinsed in
warm water to remove all remaining
soap residue. The grip then may be
air or towel dried.

To make minor adjustments in the
size of a grip, some players may
choose to add various layers of tape
between the shaft and grip. One wrap

Rubber is also susceptible to heat so
where possible it is advised you do
not leave your clubs in overly dry or
hot surroundings.

February's Committee
Meeting In Brief
Please Note : It is important to state that the
following issues were discussed but are still
tentative and for information only until the
Minutes Of The Meeting have been formally
accepted and signed off in March.
-----

Much of the meeting revolved around
preparations for our upcoming AGM.
Chris Williams presented the letter
and attachments to be posted out to
all Members which were accepted
and agreed should be posted as soon
as possible following the meeting.
----A brief discussion took place
regarding Club Shirts. Barrie Hope
had agreed a price of £25 per shirt
(including logo embroidery) with
James Leaver of Ravenmeadow GC.
An initial list of shirt sizes was put
forward and a stock limit agreed.
PPGC will purchase the shirts and
anyone
requiring
one
when
representing the Club would be
required to pay £12 for their shirt.
The shirts chosen are Nike branded
and of very good quality.
The Committee were asked to vote
on shirt colour, either black or royal
blue; the latter won the vote!
----The subject of the proposed 'merger'
with Ravenmeadow was once again a
topic for discussion. An early press
release had been issued by WCC but
the final 'cabinet' meeting was
scheduled fourteen days hence but
feedback was that PPGC would move
across to Ravenmeadow on 1st April
and an open meeting, probably at
RGC, will be arranged in early March
to communicate arrangements for the
future.

Know Your Course? The 16th

